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Welsh-American whistleblower Chelsea Manning is
serving 35 years in a US military prison for disclosures
made to and published by WikiLeaks and was tortured
while held in pre-trial detention. Manning’s revelations
included evidence of how illegal CIA renditions and
torture were being carried out and covered up with the
complicity of many countries, how prisoners who should
never have been detained were being held without trial
at Guantanamo, how the US failed to investigate
reports of prisoner abuse and summary execution in
Iraq, how child abuse by US contractors in Afghanistan
was covered up, and much more.
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Now that we have even more graphic and shocking
evidence of CIA involvement in torture with the Senate
Report, we are renewing our demands for Chelsea
Manning be released from prison immediately.
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Along with Julian Assange and WikiLeaks, Manning has
performed a great public service and should be thanked
for alerting the world to these and other atrocities.
There is something badly wrong when those who
expose torture are themselves tortured and imprisoned
while the torturers and those who cover it up walk free.
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